



































































































































AMAT 342 Lec 26 12 5 19 Last lecture

today's Classification of Surfaces 2 D manifolds
Topological Data Analysis fans.org opportunities

Review 5412 is closed if 5 contains all of its
boundary points

Example D by fifty's I is closed

f

BtoD Easy titty I

s is dose

is not closed

5 x Q1 is not closed
notopen either






































































































































5 is dosed

Def Sc IR is bounded if 5436 r for some
XelRn r 0

Examples
r is allowed to be quite large

Every one of the examples I drew abore is bounded

eg D C 1310,2

ii i

B 0,2

El I 412 is bounded e.g El 1342 2
g

z TT z

O D is not bounded

IR is not bounded for any n
Hy C11221 x O y 03 is not bounded






































































































































Def Sc IR is called compact if it is bothclosedandbounded

Remarle Compactness can be defined in more generality using
open sets language But we won't bother with that here

Exercise Which of the following spaces are compact

a 1122 X not bonded

b xx C1122 x EIR x not bounded

c 5 sphere
d Torvs I
e 5 x Q1 x not closed

classified of cereus Surfaced

theorem Every path connected compact I D manifold
is homeomorphic to SI

Ltamples
Lf

compact

0
not compact not closed






































































































































XT not a manifold but is a manifold
with boundary

r
a not compact not bounded
n

Caseof surface

Def A surface is a 2 D manifold

informal Def Apath connected surface is orientable
if it has a separate inside and outside

Orientable

S Toros it
x O l






































































































































Neon orientable

g

i t it
is a magnifold

without
boundary

Klein bottle

theorem Any path connected compact orientable
surface is homeomorphic to one of the following

Ent
Sphere Torus 2 holed torus 3 holedtorus

If we regard the sphere as a O holed torus
Then these are the n holed tori n 30

For details on the proof see Carlsson






































































































































Nen oriented version

theorem There is a sequence ofsurfaces
kg Kz Kz

such that any path
connected compact non orientable surface

is homeomorphic to one of the ki

K Klein bottle

k the projective plane Embeds i

q

n R but not 1123J

Equivalentdefinite Kis is the quotientspace
of the sphere obtained bygluing each 8 to 8

Fact Any non orientable surface embeds in 1124 but
not in 1123

For n 2 kn is defined as the connected some
of n copies of the projective plane










In general for surfaces M N the connected sum M N
of M and N is given by

1 Removing a small open discfrom M andN
2 Gluing the resulting surfaces along the boundaries
of the two removed disks

Example If T is a torus TotT is a 2 holed torus

T T

T Ott

Again for details see Carlsson



topology Data What I've been working on for
the last lot years

A relatively new branch of applied math
Very active area of research

Goal Usetopology to study the shape of
possibly high dimensional data

Data Finite set of points in 112

Shape of data Things like

clusters Tendrils in

i
i

ii
troops

ie



bx e setting tet hi

yn 2 clusters because men on

average are heavier and taller
than women

If we record height weight age blood pressure and
time to run a mile then we get a set of points in

1125

not 112

To use topology to study the data we first
Thicken the data

Let 8412 be the data

choose r 0 and consider the set
This d BG r

ideas sOpBs




